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We study the cooperative optical coupling between regularly spaced atoms in a one-dimensional
waveguide using decompositions to subradiant and superradiant collective excitation eigenmodes,
direct numerical solutions, and analytical transfer-matrix methods. We illustrate how the spectrum
of transmitted light through the waveguide including the emergence of narrow Fano resonances
can be understood by the resonance features of the eigenmodes. We describe a method based on
superradiant and subradiant modes to engineer the optical response of the waveguide and to store
light. The stopping of light is obtained by transferring an atomic excitation to a subradiant collective
mode with the zero radiative resonance linewidth by controlling the level shift of an atom in the
waveguide. Moreover, we obtain an exact analytic solution for the transmitted light through the
waveguide for the case of a regular lattice of atoms and provide a simple description how the light
transmission may present large resonance shifts when the lattice spacing is close, but not exactly
equal, to half of the wavelength of the light. Experimental imperfections such as fluctuations of the
positions of the atoms and loss of light from the waveguide are easily quantified in the numerical
simulations, which produce the natural result that the optical response of the atomic array tends
toward the response of a gas with random atomic positions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nanophotonic waveguides confine light and are promis-
ing systems to engineer enhanced interactions between
light and matter. Hybrid systems, where atoms are in-
tegrated with nanophotonic devices, have experienced
a rapid development in recent years. Waveguides [1–3]
and nanofibers [4–9] closely mimic one-dimensional light
propagation [10–15] that may have applications in quan-
tum networks, light circuitry, and quantum switches [16–
24], or high-precision spectroscopy [25]. The strong light-
mediated interactions between the atoms, and atom-
mediated interactions between photons, could be uti-
lized in the preparation of novel quantum many-body
systems [26, 27] for atoms and light.
In our previous study [14] we considered waveguides
comprising ensembles of atoms with a constant density.
The atoms were either entirely randomly distributed or
quantum degenerate. In such systems the transmission
of light through the waveguide was shown to display cor-
relation effects even if the atoms are classical, and en-
tirely uncorrelated before the light enters the waveguide.
The uniform density distribution mimics a continuous
optical medium with a uniform refractive index, yet the
light is still able to establish correlations between indi-
vidual atoms that depend on the atomic positions. Light
propagation inside the waveguide then becomes highly
nontrivial: light-induced correlations result in the viola-
tion of the mean-field-theoretical response [28, 29] that is
also a basic assumption behind the standard continuous-
medium optics [30, 31].
Here we study a different setting where the atoms are
at fixed or weakly fluctuating positions and can also form
periodic lattices, using three complementary methods:
direct numerical solutions, discussions in terms of the
cooperative eigenmodes of the atoms and the electromag-
netic field, and analytical transfer-matrix methods. Gen-
erally speaking, the optical response dramatically differs
from that of a disordered atomic medium. A fixed, reg-
ular lattice, for example, displays Bragg resonances that
depend on the lattice constant – a phenomenon that has
an analogy in the spectroscopy of crystal lattices.
As in Ref. [14], we consider strong light-mediated cou-
pling between the atoms, and all the recurrent scatter-
ing processes [32–34] – where light scatters more than
once by the same atom – are fully accounted for. In the
limit of low light intensity and for stationary atoms the
simulations of the specific 1D electrodynamics are exact
and reveal an interplay between superradiant and sub-
radiant eigenmodes of collective atomic excitations. The
interference between the broad superradiant and narrow
subradiant collective modes can lead to narrow Fano res-
onances [13] in transmission, analogously to the destruc-
tive single-atom resonances in the electromagnetically-
induced transparency (EIT) [35]. We find that, depend-
ing on the interatomic separation and control of the de-
tunings, light can be employed to engineer atomic ex-
citations with nontrivial symmetries. In particular, we
show how the collective excitations of the atoms in the
waveguide can be used to stop the light in the zero ra-
diative resonance linewidth states. The method is based
on the manipulation of the level shift of one atom that
drives the excitation to the subradiant mode that other-
wise would be entirely decoupled from the incident light.
Furthermore, for a periodic lattice of atoms we provide
an exact analytic solution for the transmitted light. This
yields the locations of the transmission resonances, and
also leads to the prediction that for certain lattice spac-
ing anomalously large shifts of the optical resonance of
the waveguide may occur. Finally, we demonstrate how
the effects of fluctuations in the atomic positions that re-
sult from a weakened confinement of the atoms and the
2photon losses from the waveguide are easily quantified
using numerical simulations.
The interaction of light with many-atom systems in
confined geometries and in atom chains has been studied
in several related works. The effects of a photon pulse
propagation in a chain of atoms in a waveguide were stud-
ied in Ref. [13] in the similar linear regime where each
atom responds to light as a classical oscillator. Fano-like
resonances were identified in a two-atom system and the
frequency dependence of the reflectivity was numerically
analyzed for the pulse propagation in atom chains. The
collective interaction of light with 1D chains of multi-
ple atoms with the effect on resonance linewidths and
other collective phenomena has also been studied in free
space [36–39] and in cavity QED [40–43]. For incorporat-
ing the effects of fluctuations of the atomic positions we
use in this paper the techniques introduced in the sim-
ulations of the cooperative response of atoms in optical
lattices to the incident light [44].
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we in-
troduce the basic relations for the interactions of light
with the many-atom systems, the numerical model, and
the description of the collective excitation eigenmodes.
The calculations of the transmitted light and the role of
the eigenmodes in the spectrum for simple systems is in-
troduced in Sec. III. The main results for the periodic
lattice of atoms are presented in Sec. IV, including the
techniques for stopping light and the analysis of the res-
onance shifts. The effect of confinement of atoms and
the losses of photons from the waveguide are discussed
in Sec. V. Some concluding remarks are made in Sec. VI.
The Appendices provide the description of the transfer
matrix methods including the exact analytic solutions for
the transmitted light, and further details of the prepara-
tion of the subradiant excitations.
II. MODEL FOR 1D ELECTRODYNAMICS
A. Light and atoms
We follow our previously developed formalism [14] and
describe the propagation of light inside a single-mode
waveguide by an effective 1D electrodynamics. We as-
sume that there is a dominant frequency Ω = kc of the
driving light and, for simplicity of notation, here and in
the rest of the paper we have written all operators and
classical quantities in the “slowly varying” picture by ex-
plicitly factoring out the dominant frequency component:
D
+ → e−iΩtD+, P+ → e−iΩtP+, E+ → e−iΩtE+, and
so on, where D+, P+, and E+ denote the positive fre-
quency components of the electric displacement, atomic
polarization, and electric field, respectively. For instance,
in situations where the atoms are strongly confined close
to the center of the waveguide and when an effective two-
level system is obtained from the J = 0→ J ′ = 1 system,
we may obtain 1D scalar electrodynamics for the coupled
system of atoms and light by renormalizing the fields, as
in πξ2̺E
+(r) → E˜+(x) and πξ2̺D+F (r) → D˜+F (x), where
ξ̺ is the effective radius of the light mode. We also in-
tegrate over the radial dependence of the atomic polar-
ization and atom density and, for simplicity of notation,
assume that they have the same radial profile.
The total electric field amplitude is the sum of the
incident and the scattered fields,
ǫ0E˜
+(x) = D˜+F (x) +
∑
l
G(x− xl)P(l) , (1)
where D+F denotes the incident (coherent) field and the
scattering from the excitation dipole of the atom l, P(l),
located at xl, is described the Green’s function of the 1D
Helmholtz differential operator,
G(x) =
ik
2
eik|x| , (2)
with
(∇2 + k2)〈D˜+F 〉 = 0, (∇2 + k2)G(x) = −δ(x) . (3)
1D Maxwell’s wave equation in a polarizable medium [31]
can then be obtained by transforming the integral equa-
tion (1) to a differential equation
(∇2 + k2)〈D˜+〉 = ∇2〈P+〉 , (4)
where the polarization density is
P+(x) =
∑
j
P(j)δ(x− xj) . (5)
The model can incorporate different forms of the incident
field, but in the present work we concentrate on the plane
wave
D˜+F (x) = D0 exp(ikx) . (6)
The recurrent scattering in the waveguide can induce
strong correlations between the atoms. Nevertheless,
for two-level atoms in the limit of low light intensity,
these can be entirely understood by classical coupled-
dipole model of electrodynamics [10, 14]. The optical
response of the atoms in the low-light-intensity limit
can be calculated for a discrete set of atomic positions
{x1, x2, . . . , xN} by solving for the coupled set of classi-
cal electrodynamics equations for point dipoles and light.
The equations of motion for the dipole moments may be
cast in the form
P˙(j) =(i∆j − γt)P(j) + 2iγw
k
D˜+F (xj)
− γw
∑
l 6=j
ei|xj−xl|P(l) , (7)
where the radiative linewidth,
γt = γl + γw , (8)
3depends on the radiative losses out of the waveguide γl
and on the decay rate into the waveguide
γw =
kD2
2πξ2̺~ǫ0
. (9)
The detuning of the incident light from the resonance of
the atom j is denoted by ∆j = Ω − (ω0 + δωj), where
we have written the atomic transition frequency ω0+δωj
in terms of the average transition frequency ω0 and the
possible small atom-dependent shift δωj . In the case that
all the atomic frequencies are equal we set δωj = 0. The
reduced dipole matrix element for the atomic transition
is denoted by D.
In the presence of constant driving we are frequently
interested in the steady-state solution of Eq. (7) that sat-
isfies
P(j) = αjD˜
+
F (xj) + ηj
∑
l 6=j
ei|xj−xl|P(l) . (10)
Here we have defined a single-atom polarizability in a 1D
waveguide as
αj = − 2γw
k(∆j + iγt)
(11)
and the parameter
ηj ≡ iαjk
2
=
γw
i∆j − γt . (12)
In Eq. (10) each dipole is driven by the incident field
and the scattered field from all the other N − 1 dipoles.
Once all P(j) are calculated, the scattered fields may
be obtained from Eq. (1). If, instead of having fixed
atomic positions, we sample the atomic positions from a
given distribution, we can simulate the optical responses
of trapped atomic ensembles. Provided that we can syn-
thesize a probabilistic ensemble that corresponds to the
position correlations between the atoms in the absence
of the driving light, stochastic simulations solve the opti-
cal response exactly for stationary atoms in the limit of
low light intensity [10]. In each stochastic realization of
discrete atomic positions {x1, x2, . . . , xN}, we solve for
the coupled set of classical electrodynamics equations as
in the case of fixed atomic positions Finally, evaluating
the ensemble average over many sets of atomic positions
generates the exact solution to the optical response with
a given atom statistics [10].
B. Collective excitation eigenmodes
The coupled system for the atoms and light [Eq. (7)]
may be cast into the form
b˙ = iHb+ F . (13)
where b denotes a vector made of the amplitudes P(j) for
the N atoms of the system and F represents the driving
by the incident field [45]
b =


P(1)
P(2)
...
P(N)

 , F = 2iγwk


D˜+F (x1)
D˜+F (x2)
...
D˜+F (xN )

 . (14)
The diagonal elements of the matrix H then represent
the resonance linewidths and line shifts of the individual
atoms and the off-diagonal elements the radiative cou-
pling between the different atoms [from the last term of
Eq. (7)]. The properties of the matrix are sensitive to
the interatomic separations (via the interaction terms)
and to the detunings of the light from the resonances of
the individual atoms. In this paper, we show how the
optical response of the atoms inside the waveguide may
be understood and how their collective states can be en-
gineered by analyzing and addressing the eigenvectors of
H.
The matrix H has N eigenvectors vj defining the co-
operative radiative excitation eigenmodes of the system.
Although the eigenvectors here form a basis, they are
generally not orthogonal, since H is not Hermitian. Con-
sequently, the eigenvalues are generally complex δj + iυj
where δj = ω0 − ωj is the shift of the collective mode
resonance ωj from the average single atom resonance fre-
quency ω0 that we have chosen as the reference frequency,
and υj is the collective radiative resonance linewidth. If
υj > γt, the mode decays faster, and tends to radiate
more, than one atom, so such modes are called superra-
diant. In the case υj < γt the mode is subradiant.
The non-Hermitian nature of the eigensystem compli-
cates the analysis of the dynamics based on the cou-
plings of the collective eigenmodes to the external driving
field [46, 47]. However, for the two-level atoms we con-
sider here, the eigensystem for arbitrary interatomic sep-
arations is symmetric, and we can impose the biorthog-
onality condition vTj vi = δji except for possible zero-
binorm states for which vTj vj = 0. In order to intro-
duce a measure for the relative population of a particular
eigenmode in an excited atomic ensemble, we define the
weight
Lj =
|vTj b|2∑
i |vTi b|2
(15)
for the eigenvector vj in the state b. We also consider
special cases of regularly spaced atomic arrays with the
lattice constants equal to the integer multiples of half of a
wavelength. In that case the eigenvectors may be chosen
real, and as such satisfy the conventional orthogonality
conditions.
4III. FEW-ATOM SYSTEMS
We begin by illustrating the elementary concepts of
1D electrodynamics in the simplest few-atom cases. In
particular, we discuss Fano resonances as a mechanism
that may create narrow spectral features in the atomic
response.
A. One-atom system
The coupled dynamics for the atoms and light confined
inside the waveguide exhibits characteristic behavior of
1D electrodynamics; for instance, for a resonant excita-
tion the first atom can extinguish all of the light – a
phenomenon that appears to have been first predicted
theoretically in Ref. [10], and more recently proposed
as a mechanism for optical switches [16] and transis-
tors [17]. In order to see this, we consider Eqs. (10)
for j = 1, . . . , N , and assume that the atomic posi-
tions satisfy xj > x1 for j > 1, so that x1 refers to
the first atom. The solution P(j) = 0 for all j 6= 1
can then be valid whenever P(1) = αD˜+F (x1) simultane-
ously satisfies all the equations. For j > 1 this is true if
αD˜+F (xj)+αG(xj−x1)P(1) = 0, indicating that the inci-
dent light interferes destructively with the light scattered
from the first atom. The single-atom power transmission
and reflection coefficients are easily found to be (see also
Appendix A)
T (1) =
(γt − γw)2 +∆2
γ2t +∆
2
, R(1) =
γ2w
γ2t +∆
2
. (16)
We find that the necessary condition for the destructive
interference is that the light is on resonance, ∆ = 0, and
the losses from the waveguide are absent, γw = γt. In
this limit all the light is reflected back by the first atom.
The total reflection is a generic phenomenon of 1D scat-
tering, and is, e.g., the origin of the Tonks gas behavior
of impenetrable bosonic atoms in strongly confined 1D
traps [48].
B. Two-atom system
The simplest system to illustrate the cooperative atom
response in a waveguide is that of two atoms. The quali-
tative features of the light transmission may generally be
understood in terms of the collective eigenmodes of the
atomic excitations. In the case of two atoms the symme-
try of the problem dictates that one mode is symmetric
with the same dipole amplitudes, and the other one is
antisymmetric with opposite dipole amplitudes.
In Fig. 1 we show the resonance linewidths and line
shifts for the two eigenmodes, and the transmitted light
intensity through the waveguide for a few example cases.
The antisymmetric excitation mode is shown in Fig. 1(a)
and the symmetric in Fig. 1(b). At the interatomic sepa-
rations x12 < λ/4 the antisymmetric mode is subradiant
and the symmetric one is superradiant, but the role of the
two modes is interchanged for λ/4 < x12 < 3λ/4. As we
will see later on in the steady-state response of the more
general case of a regular lattice, the spacing x12 = λ/2
leads to the perfect excitation of only the superradiant
mode that is the antisymmetric combination of the two-
atom excitations, a classical analogy to the singlet spin
state
|sg〉 = 1√
2
(|1, g; 2, e〉 − |1, e; 2, g〉) . (17)
The periodic arrangement of atoms with a half-a-
wavelength separation can therefore be an efficient
method of preparing antisymmetric collective excitations
for the atoms.
Although a single-photon excitation |sg〉 represents an
entangled state, its atomic excitation dynamics in terms
of the Schro¨dinger amplitudes is identical to that of the
coupled classical oscillators of Eqs. (7) and (10), driven
by a coherent field [49] (with the differences emerging
in the photon statistics of emitted light). This is an-
other manifestation of the exact nature of the classical
electrodynamics simulations in the limit of low light in-
tensity where the saturation of the atomic transition van-
ishes [10, 50].
In the transmission spectrum the x12 = λ/2 case is il-
lustrated by a smooth spectral profile where the subradi-
ant mode is entirely decoupled from the incident light (its
linewidth exactly vanishes at x12 = λ/2). At the inter-
atomic separation x12 = 0.45λ the broad-resonance su-
perradiant and the narrow-resonance subradiant modes
interfere destructively, resulting in a narrow Fano reso-
nance for the transmitted light [Fig. 1(c)]. The position
of the Fano resonance for x12 = 0.45λ at ∆ ≃ 0.32γw
could also be deduced directly from the subradiant mode
resonance curve of Fig. 1(b). The interplay between the
broad and narrow resonance eigenmodes is even more
clearly illustrated in the following three-atom example.
C. Three-atom system
The role of collective eigenmodes with different reso-
nance linewidths is shown in Fig. 2. We show in Fig. 2(a)-
(c) the collective radiative resonance linewidths and line
shifts for the N = 3 case when the position of one of
the atoms is continuously varied. Depending on the
atomic position the subradiant/superradiant character of
the modes is strongly affected. The transmission spec-
trum in the specific example in Fig. 2(d) shows strong ab-
sorption near the superradiant mode resonance [Fig. 2(a)
at x3 = 0.81λ]. The transmission also displays a narrow
Fano resonance where the superradiant mode interferes
with the subradiant mode of Fig. 2(b). It is also easy to
demonstrate that the eigenmodes of Fig. 2(a) and (b)
are complex and not orthogonal at x3 = 0.81λ, even
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FIG. 1. Two atoms in a waveguide: The resonance linewidths and line shifts for the collective excitation eigenmodes (a)-(b) and
the transmitted total light intensity through the waveguide (c). The resonance linewidths and line shifts for the antisymmetric
(a) and symmetric (b) collective excitation eigenmodes are shown as a function of the interatomic separation. The central line
gives the line shift and the shaded region the linewidth. At short interatomic separations x12 < λ/4 the antisymmetric mode is
subradiant and the symmetric superradiant. The role of the two modes is interchanged for λ/4 < x12 < 3λ/4. The transmitted
light intensity as a function of the detuning of the incident light from the single atoms resonance in (c) is shown for x12 = 0.5λ
(dashed red), 0.45λ (solid blue), and 0.35λ (dash-dotted brown). The broad resonance of the superradiant mode leads to
suppressed transmission, except for Fano resonances where the subradiant and superradiant mode interfere destructively. The
separation x12 = 0.5λ leads to the excitation of only the antisymmetric, superradiant mode. The case x12 = 0.45λ displays a
narrow Fano transmission resonance. The asymmetry for the case x12 = 0.35λ is due to the subradiant mode being broader
than at x12 = 0.45λ, as shown in (b). This figure is for γt = γw.
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FIG. 2. The resonance linewidths and line shifts for the collective excitation eigenmodes in a waveguide comprising three
atoms and transmitted total light intensity through the waveguide. (a)-(c) The resonance linewidths and line shifts for the
corresponding collective excitation eigenmodes as a function of x3 when x1 = 0, x2 = 0.4λ. The central line gives the line shift
and the shaded region the linewidth. (d) Transmitted light intensity for three atoms at the locations x1 = 0, x2 = 0.4λ, and
x3 = 0.81λ. At these values the broad resonance of the superradiant mode in (a) leads to suppressed transmission, except for
narrow interferences with the subradiant mode of (b) that results in a Fano transmission resonance. This figure is for γt = γw.
though the biorthogonality condition is satisfied. The
interference with the second subradiant mode [Fig. 2(c)
at x3 = 0.81λ] leads to a broader transmission peak – ow-
ing to the mode’s broader resonance – that is manifested
in the optical response by the strong spectral asymmetry.
In the Fano resonance, the superradiant mode |sp〉 can
be considered as a ‘bright’ mode that strongly couples
to light and the subradiant mode |sb〉 as a ‘dark’ mode
that only weakly radiates. The Fano resonance then has
an analogy with the standard single-particle EIT [35]:
in the excitation of the superradiant mode |sp〉 from
the initial state |i〉 the different paths |i〉 → |sp〉 and
|i〉 → |sp〉 → |sb〉 → |sp〉, etc., via the subradiant mode
|sb〉 destructively interfere. Here the effect is inherently
a many-body process between the delocalized collective
eigenmodes where in this case the coupling between the
modes is induced by the nonorthogonality of the eigen-
modes. Analogous light-induced many-body correlated
subradiant and superradiant states can be employed for
dark-bright mode coupling in plasmonics to produce nar-
row transmission resonances [51].
IV. PERIODIC LATTICE OF ATOMS
Our focus is on periodic lattice of atoms. We presently
assume that the atoms reside at precisely equidistant po-
sitions with the spacing d. The configuration approxi-
mates, e.g., a very deep optical lattice with the atomic
positions fixed at the center of each site xj . Optical
tweezers or nanofabrication are two other methods to
produce regularly spaced atomic lattices that could po-
tentially be used to achieve very tight spatial confinement
of the atoms.
We discuss three aspects of strictly periodic lattices.
First, we analyze subradiant and superradiant modes in a
lattice with wavelength-related specific spacings between
the atoms. Second, we point out narrow spectral fea-
tures of the lattice, which, we surmise, again are due
to Fano resonances between subradiant and superradiant
states. Third, we present our finding that under unfavor-
able conditions the resonance shift of the response of the
waveguide may be very large, a circumstance inimical to
precision spectroscopy.
6A. Atoms separated by a wavelength
We now investigate the case when simple analytic con-
siderations are possible, namely, N atoms with the sep-
aration of the atoms equal to one wavelength, d = λ.
Interesting and potentially useful connections to steady
state may also be made in this case.
1. Superradiant and subradiant modes
The distances between all atoms being integer multi-
ples of the wavelength, the propagation phases eik(xi−xj)
are all equal to unity. Moreover, so far we continue with
the implicit assumption that the light-atom detuning is
the same for all atoms. It is then easy to show that in
this special case all the eigenvectors can be chosen to
be real. The non-Hermitian eigenvalue problem Eq. (13)
therefore then unusually exhibits an orthonormal basis
of eigenvectors.
It may be seen immediately that a vector v1 with
all elements equal to one is an eigenvector, and the
corresponding eigenvalue δ1 + iυ1, with δ1 = 0 and
υ1 = γt + (N − 1)γw, corresponding to a superradiant
mode. Writing∑
l 6=j
P(l) =
∑
l
P(l) −P(j), (18)
one may also see that every vector of polarization ampli-
tudes P(j) with the property
∑
j P
(j) = 0 is an eigen-
vector with the eigenvalue i(γt − γw), representing sub-
radiant modes. In fact, an arbitrary linear combination
of the vectors v2, . . . , vN is a subradiant mode, and the
subradiant modes are completely characterized by the
condition that
∑
j P
(j) = 0.
Given that the eigenvector basis in this case may
be chosen to be orthonormal, characterization of the
steady-state solutions of the optical response [Eq. (10)]
is straightforward. The incoming plane wave D0e
ikx has
the same value at all atomic sites, the vector made of
the inhomogeneous terms in the linear equation is pro-
portional to v1, and so is the steady state. The incoming
light only couples to the superradiant mode. The steady-
state dipole amplitudes are all equal,
P =
αD0
1− (N − 1)η e
ikx1 , (19)
and the total transmitted light amplitude reads
ǫ0E˜
+(x) = D0e
ikx
[
1 +
Nη
1− (N − 1)η
]
, (20)
η being the value of the parameter (12) when all detun-
ings are equal. As only the superradiant mode is ex-
cited, the linewidth of a single atom γt is broadened to
γt + (N − 1)γw – and in a lossless waveguide (γt = γw)
to Nγw. All the other eigenmodes are subradiant and
for a lossless waveguide in fact completely decouple from
light, with zero decay rate.
The resonance broadening is due to strong radiative
coupling between the atoms. At the resonance we have
η = −γw/γt, and for a lossy waveguide γt ≫ Nγw, the
scattered light amplitude is magnified by the factor of
N due to the atom cloud. However, for the case of sup-
pressed losses γt ≃ γw no such an amplification occurs
and the scattered light can destructively interfere with
the incident field leading to strong suppression of mul-
tiatom collective scattering, analogously to cold-atom flu-
orescence experiments in free space [52].
2. Engineering subradiant states and stopping light
While the subradiant modes do not couple to the in-
cident light and therefore do not get excited, one may
nonetheless devise a way to prepare them in steady state
and to store the light excitation in an array of atoms.
The idea is to relax the condition that the detunings are
all equal. In practice, such energy level shifts could be en-
gineered by generating localized AC Stark shifts or mag-
netic Zeeman shifts. The overall principle is analogous
to the one introduced in Ref. [46] for storing light in sub-
radiant excitations in a 2D array of atoms in free space.
Here the waveguide confinement of light makes the effect
even more dramatic, and it could potentially be utilized
in nanophotonics applications. In the present discussion
we again assume a lossless waveguide, γt = γw.
We thus permit different detunings ∆j for the atoms.
In this case the steady-state equations (10) may be cast
in the form
P(j) = ηjK + ηj
∑
l 6=j
P(l) (21)
for some constant K 6= 0. Noting Eq. (18) and using the
definition of ηj , Eq. (12), the steady-state equation may
be manipulated into the form
∑
l
P(l) = i
[∑
i
γw
∆i
](∑
l
P(l) +K
)
. (22)
For equal detunings a state with
∑
lP
(l) = 0 would be
subradiant and completely decoupled from light. One
may prepare such a state as a steady state for a system
with unequal detunings precisely when the inverses of the
detunings sum up to zero. Which subradiant states get
prepared depends on the values of the individual detun-
ings.
We take as an example a lattice of four atoms. We
first calculate the collective excitation eigenmodes when
all the detunings of the atoms are equal. The eigenvectors
7may then be chosen as
v1 =
1
2


1
1
1
1

 , v2 = 1√
2


−1
1
0
0

 ,
v3 =
1√
2


−1
0
1
0

 , v4 = 1√
2


−1
0
0
1

 . (23)
Here v1 is a superradiant mode with the linewidth of 4γw,
and the modes v2, v3, and v4 have vanishing linewidths.
The resonance frequency of each mode is equal to that of
a single isolated atom.
We then break the condition that the detunings of all
the atoms are equal. This introduces a coupling between
the different modes vj , as explained in more detail in
Appendix B. In order to make a combination of v2, v3,
and v4 in the steady state we pick ∆1 = 2γw/3, and
∆j = −2γw for j = 2, 3, 4. This particular choice ex-
cites a state where the norms of the the three subradiant
modes v2, v3, and v4 are equal, and there is no super-
radiant component ∝ v1. The choice of the detunings
satisfies the condition that the sum of the inverses of the
detunings sum up to zero. After the steady-state solution
is reached, we set the detunings of the atoms equal, and
the modes vj become the true eigenmodes of the system.
In Fig. 3(a) we show the dynamics of the driven four-
atom system in the waveguide for our choice of unequal
values of the detunings and calculate the populations of
each eigenmode using Eq. (15). The population is ini-
tially almost solely in the superradiant mode v1, but the
different resonance shift of the first atom quickly drives
the excitations to the modes v2, v3, and v4. In the
steady-state the population of the mode v1 is, indeed,
zero.
In Fig. 3(b) we show the total atomic polarization den-
sity summed over all the atoms, when all the excitation
is transferred to the modes v2, v3, and v4 by the shift
distribution, similarly as in the case of Fig. 3(a). At time
t = 6/γw, the resonance shifts are removed and the in-
cident field is turned off. Now the modes vj of Eq. (23)
are eigenmodes of the system, and all of the excitation is
in the modes j = 2, 3, 4 that exhibit the zero resonance
linewidth. As these modes are entirely decoupled from
the radiation field, they cannot decay and the light is
therefore stopped and stored in the zero-linewidth sub-
radiant modes.
For comparison, we also show in Fig. 3(b) the case
where only the superradiant mode v1 is excited. This
happens when all atoms are on resonance. The excitation
in this case rapidly decays away after the incident field
is turned off.
Our example again illustrates the analogy between
the interplay of the subradiant and superradiant col-
lective modes and the dark and bright modes of the
single-particle EIT [35], as also further highlighted in Ap-
pendix B. Here the superradiant bright mode of the four-
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FIG. 3. Engineering collective mode excitations to stop
and store light. (a) The populations of the four modes vj
(j = 1, . . . , 4) as a function of time when the system is driven
by incident field and the resonance shift of the first atom is
different from the rest of the atoms. The population for the
mode j = 1 (red, dashed line), the modes j = 2, 3, 4 are all
equal (blue, solid line). The modes vj are eigenmodes only
when the shifts of every atom are equal. The differing shifts
introduce a coupling between the modes and the excitation
is entirely transferred to the modes v2, v3, and v4. (b) The
total atomic polarization density,
∑
j |P(j)|2, as a function of
time, normalized so that the steady state yields one. We show
(blue, solid line) the case where all the excitation is driven to
the modes v2, v3, and v4 by the resonance shift, as in (a),
that is removed at time t = 6/γw (linearly over the duration
of 0.2γw) when the incident field is simultaneously turned off.
Now the population is trapped to the modes v2, v3, and v4
that, in the absence of the resonance shifts, are the eigen-
modes with zero resonance linewidths. This is illustrated by
the absence of the decay of the excitation. For comparison, we
also show the case where the system is driven in the absence
of resonance shifts, such that only the superradiant mode v1
is excited (red, dashed line), displaying a rapid decay of the
excitation. In this figure γt = γw.
atom system is driven by the incident light. The reso-
nance shift of the first atom plays the role of the coupling
field that transfers the population to the dark subradiant
mode. By turning off the coupling (here the level shift),
the light is trapped to the dark mode that can be utilized
in the stoppage and storage of light, analogously to the
stopped and stored light of the single-particle EIT [53].
3. Atoms with half-wavelength spacing
Finally we point out that related considerations and
results apply also when the spacing of the atoms is equal
to half of a wavelength, and even if the array is not peri-
odic as long as the distance between two successive atoms
is an integer multiple of half of a wavelength. The latter
is the main premise of the present subsection.
Let us assume, without restricting the generality, that
the first atom is at x1 = 0, and define new polarization
amplitudes as
P˜(j) = eikxjP(j). (24)
The exponential prefactor is always +1 or −1; +1 for the
first atom by our convention x1 = 0. The effect of the
prefactors is that in both the steady state and time de-
pendent equations of motion for the modified amplitudes
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FIG. 4. Transmitted total light intensity through a waveguide
with atoms in a periodic lattice of spacing (a) d = 0.25λ and
(b) d = 0.4λ. The transmission coefficient T for 2 (dashed
red), 4 (dash-dotted brown), and 8 (solid blue) atoms. The
spectra may be analyzed by the closed form analytic solutions.
For example, in (a) the N = 8 case exhibits full transmission
with T = 1 at ∆/γw = ±[2(2 ±
√
2)]1/2,±√2. This figure is
for γt = γw.
P˜(j) the exponentials eik|xj−xl|, either +1 or −1, all get
replaced by 1. The mathematics for the modified ampli-
tudes is exactly the same as for the original amplitudes
in the case of the separation of one wavelength between
the atoms.
As an example, consider the case when the atoms are
separated exactly by half a wavelength, whereupon the
prefactors alternate between±1. In terms of the modified
amplitudes the superradiant state has all equal polariza-
tion amplitudes, which means that the actual amplitudes
have equal magnitudes but alternate in sign from one site
to the next. This would be an N -atom analog of the an-
tisymmetric state (17).
The same scheme also works if the lattice with a half-
wavelength spacing has vacancies; the prefactors ±1 sim-
ply do not occur in regular alternation. Besides, in the
expression for the total field (1) in terms of the modified
amplitudes the propagation phases in the Green’s func-
tion also get modified so that it appears as if the atoms
resided at regular one-wavelength spacings. To the out-
side world there is no difference if the spacing between
the atoms is a wavelength, or half of a wavelength, or
even irregular as long as the spacing between adjacent
atoms is an integer multiple of half of a wavelength.
B. General regular lattice
In the general case of a periodic lattice with fixed
atomic positions we obtain analytic solutions for the
transmitted light in closed form by employing transfer
matrices (see Appendix A). One of the features of the
transfer-matrix solution is that it depends only on the
round-trip phase shifts in light propagation between suc-
cessive atoms. This tallies with the observations we made
in the preceding section about the relations between the
results for wavelength and half-wavelength spacings. In
the present section we show explicit results only for the
case of ideal lossless waveguide, γt = γw.
A few example curves for the light transmission
through a periodic lattice are shown in Fig. 4 for two
lattice spacings. We have discussed the optical response
for the case d = λ/2 already. On the other hand, for
the spacing λ/4 the round trip phase shift between any
two atoms is a multiple of π, and one could anticipate
some sort of destructive interference. This is illustrated
in Fig. 4. Unlike in the d = λ/2 case where only the su-
perradiant mode is excited, here subradiant modes also
participate, and the lattice response displays a character-
istic interference pattern between the modes (as the Fano
resonances in the few atom systems in Sec. III) that be-
comes rapidly oscillatory as the atom number increases.
The analytic solution (see Appendix A) provides the val-
ues of the detuning for destructive interferences when the
waveguide becomes fully transparent.
C. Possibly large line shifts
We also have an experimentally relevant and maybe
surprising analytical prediction about the behavior of the
1D waveguide: a possibly large line shift when the lattice
spacing is close to, but not exactly half of a wavelength.
We start from the exact analytical expressions of the
transmission amplitude, (A21) in Appendix A. In the
limit a large fraction of the light leaks out of the waveg-
uide at each atom, small ratio γw/γt, and for large atom
number N , we have a simple expansion for the optical
thickness
D(N) = − lnT (N)
≃ 2γtγwN
γ2t +∆
2
+
2γ2wN
[
γ2t + γt∆cot(2kd)−∆2
]
(γ2t +∆
2)
2 .
(25)
The asymmetry of the second term in the detuning ∆
amounts to a shift of the resonance. The maximum of
the resonance line is shifted by
∆L ≃ 12 cot(2kd) γw. (26)
This resonance shift diverges (and the expansion be-
comes invalid) when the distance d between the lattice
sites tends to (an integer multiple of) half of the wave-
length. In fact, we know from our earlier analysis that
at d = λ/2 there is no shift. Nonetheless, it is easy to
demonstrate large shifts numerically in the vicinity of
d = λ/2. One way to think about this physically is that
each pair of successive atoms defines a cavity. We know
that a cavity can pull a resonance; and clearly even more
so an array of coupled cavities.
V. EFFECTS OF ATOMIC CONFINEMENT
AND PHOTON LOSSES
When the confinement of the atoms is less tight, the
fluctuations of the atomic positions affect the transmis-
sion of light. As the strength of the confinement varies,
9FIG. 5. The effect of quantum fluctuations in atomic positions
on the transmission spectrum of light. The N = 8 atoms are
confined in a periodic optical lattice with precisely one atom
per lattice site and the lattice spacing of (a) d = λ/4; (b)
λ/2. The curves from top to bottom in (a) refer to the cases
of increasing position fluctuations: the fixed atomic positions
with no fluctuations (black), Gaussian fluctuations with the
rms fluctuations of ℓ = λ/32 (red), λ/16 (blue), and λ/8
(green). The curve at the very bottom (purple) represents
the response of the atoms at completely random positions over
the interval 2λ. In (b) the top-to-bottom order of the curves
is reversed. This figure is without photon losses, γt = γw.
the optical response changes. Here we illustrate how to
incorporate such fluctuations for the case of an optical
lattice potential. We consider the lattice in a Mott-
insulator state with precisely one atom per site. In an
optical lattice the atomic positions in each individual site
fluctuate due to the vacuum fluctuations in the ground
state. The optical response in such a system could be
solved using the Monte-Carlo sampling for atoms in the
Mott-insulator state [44].
We consider the atoms in the lowest energy band of
a lattice of periodicity d in the axial direction of the
waveguide. The vibrational ground-state wave function
in each site (the Wannier function) may be approximated
by a Gaussian in the axial direction, resulting in the den-
sity profile ρj(x) with the rms width ℓ = ds
−1/4/(
√
2π),
where s denotes the lattice depth in the units of the lat-
tice recoil energy Er = π
2
~
2/(2md2). Because we have
precisely one atom per site, the optical response can then
be solved by stochastic simulations in which the position
of an atom in each lattice site is sampled independently
from the density distribution ρj(x) [44].
In Fig. 5 we show the transmission spectrum for the
cases of increasing position fluctuations in an optical lat-
tice. The oscillatory interference effects of superradiant
and subradiant modes are still clearly visible at ℓ = λ/32.
In an optical lattice this corresponds to the lattice height
of s ≃ 10Er for d = λ/4, and s ≃ 170Er for d = λ/2.
As the confinement is weakened, the resonance broad-
ens and the interferences from the subradiant modes are
smoothened out in the d = λ/4 case. For the fixed atomic
positions, the d = λ/2 case is purely superradiant, so the
weakened confinement leads to the narrowing of the res-
onance, as the perfect superradiance is destroyed.
The effect of photon losses from the waveguide is illus-
trated in Fig. 6. Similarly to the effect of the position
uncertainty, the photon losses lead to the broadening of
resonance in the d = λ/4 case with smoothened Fano
resonances, and narrowing of the resonance of the super-
radiant d = λ/2 case. For comparison we also show the
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FIG. 6. The effect of photon losses on the transmission of light
through the waveguide. (a) the transmission in the absence of
losses for (the curves from the top) d = λ/4 with fixed atomic
positions (blue), entirely random atomic positions (green)
over the interval 2λ, and d = λ/2 with fixed atomic positions
(red); (b) the same with the losses γw/γt = 0.5, resulting in
the change in the order of the curves from top to bottom:
random positions, d = λ/4, d = λ/2. N = 8 for all graphs.
This figure is for strictly fixed atomic positions.
result for random positions of the atoms over the interval
2λ.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have demonstrated how the optical response of cold
atoms in a waveguide may be understood and described
by means of the resonance features of the collective ex-
citation eigenmodes. Here we have employed the con-
cept of Fano resonance, interference between cooperative
modes of the atom-light system, to explain the optical
lineshapes of an effectively 1D waveguide. Even if one
single atom in a waveguide may be enough to block light
propagation completely, in a strictly periodic lattice Fano
resonances can also lead to extremely narrow resonances
with unit transmission.
The concept of the cooperative eigenmodes is also ben-
eficial in engineering atomic excitations. We showed how
the light can be stopped inside the waveguide by driv-
ing all the excitation into the zero radiative linewidth
collective modes. This can be achieved by dynamically
controlling the resonance level shifts of the atoms, so
that the light excites a subradiant state that in the pres-
ence of equal level shifts for all the atoms would be com-
pletely decoupled from the incident light. The proposed
technique could be a promising method for preparing
many-atom subradiance in waveguides. Although super-
radiance has been extensively studied in different physi-
cal systems [54], experiments on many-body subradiance
have only been emerging recently [55, 56].
For various reasons, including zero-point motion, the
atoms may not have exactly equal spacing; part of the
light radiated by the atoms may escape from the 1D
waveguide; there may be empty lattice lattice sites; and
so on. We have used numerical simulations to study the
first two cases. With increasing imperfections, the re-
sponse of an atomic array to light approaches that of a
gas with random positions of the atoms. Rather than this
utterly predictable result, our main point here is that the
effects of the imperfections may be quantified easily using
10
numerical simulations.
We also have a few analytical observations that might
not be so obvious. For instance, the response of a lattice
with a strict half-wavelength spacing between the sites is
the same for a given number of atoms, no matter which
sites the atoms occupy. Moreover, the optical line shape
may show a large shift of the resonance if the lattice
spacing happens to be close, but not exactly equal to,
half of the wavelength of light. This is not as unlikely
as it might seem: If resonant light were useful for an
optical lattice, the lattice spacing would be exactly half
of the wavelength. Evidently, caution should be exercised
if one wants to use atomic arrays inside 1D waveguides
in precision spectroscopy.
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Appendix A: Transfer matrix solutions
1. Basic relations
For fixed atomic positions the atomic excitations can
be solved for the limit of low light-intensity from Eq. (10).
The total electric field amplitude is then obtained by sub-
stituting the solution into Eq. (1). In order to analyze
the transmission of light by one atom we rewrite Eqs. (1)
and (10) in the vicinity of the atom l = 1 as
ǫ0E˜
+(x) = ǫ0E˜
+
ext(x) +
ik
2
eik|x−x1|P(1), (A1)
P(1) = αǫ0E˜
+
ext(x1) , (A2)
where E˜+ext(x1) represents the incident field plus the scat-
tered fields by all the other atoms in the ensemble. We
separate the external fields that propagate from the neg-
ative (x− < x1) and positive (x+ > x1) x directions
toward the atom,
E˜+ext(x1) = E˜
+
ext,−(x−)e
ik(x1−x−)+E˜+ext,+(x+)e
−ik(x1−x+) .
(A3)
Similarly, we separate the total scattered field E˜+(x) into
the field propagating in the positive x direction away
from the atom, E˜++ (x), and the field propagating in the
negative x direction away from the atom, E˜+−(x). Substi-
tuting these into Eqs. (A1) and (A2) and separating the
components of the two propagation directions, we find
E˜++ = E˜
+
ext,− + η(E˜
+
ext,+ + E˜
+
ext,−), (A4)
E˜+− = E˜
+
ext,+ + η(E˜
+
ext,+ + E˜
+
ext,−) . (A5)
We solve these equations for the field amplitudes for the
region x > x1 in terms of the amplitudes for x < x1. The
fields at x1+ and x1− are related by[
E˜++
E˜+ext,+
]
= T
[
E˜+ext,−
E˜+−
]
, (A6)
T (∆) =
[
(2η+1)
η+1
η
η+1
− η(η+1) 1(η+1)
]
, (A7)
where T is the transfer matrix for this problem.
For a single atom the transmission and reflection am-
plitudes, t(1) and r(1) respectively, follow directly from
the transfer matrix. On the right side of the atom there
is only the transmitted wave, call its amplitude E˜+t ,
whereas on the left we have the incoming and reflected
waves, [E˜+i , E˜
+
r ]
T . These satisfy[
E˜+t
0
]
= T
[
E˜+i
E˜+r
]
. (A8)
We obtain
t(1)(∆) =
E˜+t
E˜+i
=
(γw − γt) + i∆
i∆− γt , (A9)
r(1)(∆) =
E˜+r
E˜+i
= η =
γw
i∆− γt , (A10)
where we write
η =
√
R(1)ζ, ζ = eiϕ, ϕ = arctan(∆/γt) . (A11)
Here ϕ denotes the phase associated with reflection. The
transmission and reflection can be described in terms of
the single-atom power transmission and reflection coeffi-
cients T (1) = |t(1)|2 and R(1) = |r(1)|2, given in Eq. (16).
For the transfer matrix of two atoms at x1 and x2 we
also need to consider the propagation phases of the light
from x′ to x, which are governed by the matrix
Φ(x, x′) =
[
eik(x−x
′) 0
0 e−ik(x−x
′)
]
(A12)
for both the right- and left-propagating waves.
When considering amplitude transmission, ordinarily
one is comparing the properties of the light between some
fixed points before and after the sample, call them x0
and x3. We are then back to the same problem as in the
case of a single atom, except that the composite transfer
matrix has to include the two atoms and the propagation
phases:
T03 = Φ(x3, x2)T (∆2)Φ(x2, x1)T (∆1)Φ(x1, x0). (A13)
We obtain the two-atom transmission amplitude
t
(2)
12 =
t
(1)
2 t
(1)
1
1−
√
R
(1)
1 R
(1)
2 ζ1ζ2ξ
2
12
eik(x3−x0) . (A14)
Here ξ212 = exp(2ikx12) (with x12 = x2 − x1) is a propa-
gation phase associated with a back-and-forth trip of the
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light between atoms 1 and 2, and ζ1 and ζ2 are phase fac-
tors upon reflection from each atom. The overall phase
factor for propagation from x0 to x3 is trivial, and is
henceforth omitted.
We can write Eq. (A14) as a geometric series expansion
t
(2)
12 = t
(1)
2 t
(1)
1 + t
(1)
2
√
R
(1)
1 R
(1)
2 e
iφt
(1)
1
+ t
(1)
2
√
R
(1)
1 R
(1)
2 e
iφ
√
R
(1)
1 R
(1)
2 e
iφt
(1)
1 + . . . , (A15)
with
φ = ϕ1 + ϕ2 + 2kx12 . (A16)
The interpretation of Eq. (A15) is straightforward: the
sum is over all the repeated photon exchanges between
the two atoms, and each term (R
(1)
1 R
(1)
2 )
1/2 represents
one recurrent scattering event for the photon.
2. Mean-field theory
In MFT light-induced correlations are ignored. We
may construct the MFT solution from the single atom
transmission amplitude Eq. (16). Let us assume that for
N atoms each atom in a row simply passes on the same
fraction of light. The transmission amplitude would then
be
t
(N)
mft = [t
(1)]N . (A17)
In Eq. (A14) this corresponds to the limit where the de-
nominator is negligible, which can occur in randomly
distributed atomic ensembles at sufficiently low densi-
ties [14]. The MFT result can dramatically fail when
the repeated photon exchanges between the same emit-
ters become important, indicating a strong cooperative
response. The effect is reminiscent of the proposed fail-
ure of the MFT results in 3D free-space electrodynam-
ics [28, 29].
3. Periodic lattice
The effect ofN atoms in a row, with identical spacing d
and propagation delay from one atom to the next, is given
by the transfer matrix T ′N , where we take the single-
atom transfer matrix of Eq. (A7) and incorporate the
propagation phases ξ ≡ eiφ ≡ exp(ikd),
T ′ =
[
eiφ (2η+1)η+1 e
iφ η
η+1
−e−iφ η(η+1) e−iφ 1(η+1)
]
. (A18)
As before, after the last atom there is only the right-
propagating wave, whereas on the left we have both the
incoming and reflected waves,
[
E˜+t
0
]
= T ′N
[
E˜+i
E˜+r
]
. (A19)
From this equation one obtains for the amplitude trans-
mission amplitude
t(N) =
E˜+t
E˜+i
=
1[
(T ′−1)N
]
11
, (A20)
the inverse of the upper left element of the N th power
of the inverse of the matrix T ′. Mathematica has no
particular trouble with the algebra and gives the result
t(N) =
2N+1B(η + 1)NξN
(A+ B − 1)(A− B + 1)N + (−A+ B + 1)(A+ B + 1)N , (A21)
with
A = (2η + 1)ξ2, B =
√
−1 + ξ2
√
−1 + (2η + 1)2ξ2 . (A22)
The ξN is the free-propagation phase factor, including a
ξ past the last atom.
Appendix B: Dynamics of stopping light
In this Appendix B we show how the example on stop-
ping of light in Sec. IV can be expressed as an effective
two-mode model for the coupling between the superradi-
ant and subradiant eigenmode manifolds. Here we have
a regular lattice of four atoms with the spacing λ. We
can rewrite the coupled system Eq. (13) for atoms and
light also in the form
b˙ = i(H0 + δH)b+ F , (B1)
where H0 includes all the terms of the Hamiltonian for
the radiatively coupled atoms, except the applied reso-
nance shifts ∆1 = 2γw/3, and ∆j = −2γw for j = 2, 3, 4
which are included in δH. Any excitation amplitude for
the atoms b may be expanded in terms of the eigenvec-
tors of the matrix H0,
b =
∑
n
cnvn = Vc , (B2)
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where the columns of V are formed by the eigenvectors
vn and c = [c1, c2, . . . , cN ]
T . Then we can express the
dynamics in terms of the eigenmode amplitudes
c˙ = i(Λ + ¯δH)c+ F¯ , (B3)
where ¯δH = V−1δHV , F¯ = V−1F, and Λ represents a
matrix with the eigenvalues of H0 in the diagonal.
In the example case one of the eigenmodes v1 is su-
perradiant and the other ones vj , j = 2, 3, 4 have the
zero resonance linewidth. The external driving F¯ then
only couples to v1, but ¯δH introduces a coupling be-
tween the mode v1 and the manifold spanned by the
subradiant mode vectors vj , j = 2, 3, 4. Our choice of
the resonance shifts ∆j generally determines which com-
bination of the subradiant modes vj , j = 2, 3, 4 is excited
at the steady state. The present values lead to an exci-
tation that is proportional to the normalized eigenvector
vsub = (v2 + v3 + v4)/
√
3.
We can then construct from Eq. (B3) an effective two-
mode model between the excitation amplitudes c1 and
c′ = [0, 1√
3
, 1√
3
, 1√
3
] · c. We obtain
c˙1 = i(∆ +∆
′ + iυ1)c1 + iκc′ + F¯1, (B4)
c˙′ = i∆c′ + iκc1 . (B5)
Here the coupling between the superradiant eigen-
mode and the subradiant eigenmodes is generated by
i[1, 0, 0, 0] ¯δHc = i∆′c1 + iκc′ and i[0, 1√3 ,
1√
3
, 1√
3
] ¯δHc =
iκc1, with ∆
′ = −4γw/3 and κ = −2γw/
√
3. The
linewidth in the subradiant manifold vanishes υj = 0
(for j = 2, 3, 4) and υ1 = 4γw.
Similar two-mode model in case of a 2D lattice of atoms
in Ref. [46] provided a good qualitative description of
the engineering of subradiant excitations even in the case
of a large system. The coupling dynamics between the
dark subradiant and the bright superradiant modes in
Eqs. (B4) and (B5) closely resembles the single-particle
EIT dynamics.
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